Abstract. The flexibility of XML data model allows a more natural representation of uncertain data compared with the relational model. The top-k matching of a twig pattern against probabilistic XML data is essential. Some classical twig pattern algorithms can be adjusted to process the probabilistic XML. However, as far as finding answers of the top-k probabilities is concerned, the existing algorithms suffer in performance, because many unnecessary intermediate path results, with small probabilities, need to be processed. To cope with this problem, we propose a new encoding scheme called PEDewey for probabilistic XML in this paper. Based on this encoding scheme, we then design two algorithms for finding answers of top-k probabilities for twig queries. One is called ProTJFast, to process probabilistic XML data based on element streams in document order, and the other is called PTopKTwig, based on the element streams ordered by the path probability values. Experiments have been conducted to study the performance of these algorithms.
Introduction
Uncertainty is inherent in many real applications, and uncertain data management is therefore becoming a critical issue. Unfortunately, current relational database technologies are not equipped to deal with this problem. Compared with the relational data model, the flexibility of XML data model allows a more natural representation of uncertain data. Many data models for probabilistic XML (PXML) have been studied in [4] [5] [6] [7] . The queries on the probabilistic XML are often in the form of twig patterns. When querying probabilistic data, we have to compute the answers as well as the probability values of the answers. Three kinds of twig queries (B-Twig, C-Twig, and I-Twig) with different semantics were proposed, and their evaluations were studied in [8] . The paper [3] studied the query ranking in probabilistic XML by possible world model, and a dynamic programming approach was deployed that extends the dynamic programming approach of query ranking on uncertain relational data [9] to deal with the containment relationships in probabilistic XML.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of efficiently finding twig answers with top-k probability values against probabilistic XML by using stream-based algorithms. Our data model for PXML is similar to PrXML {ind, mux} model in [7] , in which the independent distribution and mutually-exclusive distribution are considered. We find that an effective encoding scheme for probabilistic XML requires new properties such as the path probability vision and ancestor probability vision. In addition, the encoding should also reflect the probability distribution information for handling, say, mutually-exclusive distribution. In this paper, we propose a new Dewey encoding scheme called PEDewey to meet these requirements.
Most of twig matching algorithms [12, 2, 13] for ordinary XML are based on the element streams ordered by the document order. They can be adjusted to process the probabilistic XML. However, for finding answers of the top-k probabilities, these algorithms suffer in performance, because many unnecessary computations are spent on elements and paths with small probabilities which may not contribute to answers. To improve the performance, we propose an algorithm called PTopKTwig which is based on the element streams ordered by the path probability values. For comparison purpose, we also propose an algorithm called ProTJFast based on document order. There are two definitions in ranking the top-k query results from uncertain relational databases. One definition [11] is ranking the results by the interplay between score and uncertainty. The work in [3] falls into this category. The other is to find the k most probable answers [10] . In this scenario, each answer has a probability instead of a score, which intuitively represents the confidence of its existence, and ranking is only based on probabilities. Our work falls into this category. As far as we know, there is no other work on ranking the top-k query results for PXML in this category.
Background and Problem Definition

Probabilistic XML Model
An XML document can be modeled as a rooted, ordered, and node-labeled tree, T (V, E), where V represents a set of XML elements, and E represents a set of parent-child relationships (edges) between elements in XML. A probabilistic XML document T P defines a probability distribution over an XML tree T and it can be regarded as a weighted XML tree T P (V P ,E P ). In T P , V P = V D ∪ V , where V is a set of ordinary elements that appear in T , and V D is a set of distribution nodes, including independent nodes and mutually-exclusive nodes (ind and mux for short). An ordinary element, u ∈ V P , may have different types of distribution nodes as its child elements in T P that specify the probability distributions over its child elements in T . E P is a set of edges, and an edge which starts from a distribution node can be associated a positive probability value as weight. Notice that, we can regard the probability of ordinary edges as 1. For example, in Figure 1 , (a) is an ordinary XML document, and (b) is a probabilistic XML, which contains ind and mux nodes. Q u e r y P X M L Fig. 2 . Ancestor probability vision
Problem Statement
The answer of a twig query q with n nodes against an ordinary XML document is a set of tuples. In each tuple, there are n elements from the XML document, and those elements match the nodes in q and satisfy all the structural relationships specified in q. Once the set of answers are obtained, we also need to evaluate the probability associated with each answer. Given an answer expressed by a tuple t = (e 1 , e 2 , ..., e n ), there exist a subtree T s (V s , E s ) of T P , which contains all those elements. The probability of t can be computed by the probability of T s using the probability model for independent events, as mutually-exclusive distribution has been considered in determining the answer set. The probability of T s can be deduced by all the edges of T s by the equation:
For example, in Figure 1 , there are three answers of twig pattern (c):
. The probability of answer t 1 is 0.24 (0.5*0.8*0.6). The tuple (s 1 ,b 2 ,c 2 ) is not an answer, because b 2 and c 2 are child elements of a mux node. We tackle the problem of finding the top-k matchings of a twig pattern against a probabilistic XML document. This is defined by the top-k answers in terms of their probability values. Given a twig query q, and probabilistic XML document T P , the answer set S q contains all the matching results of q which satisfy both structural relationships and the mutually-exclusive distribution specified in q. The problem is to find the top-k answer set S T opK which contains k tuples, and for each tuple t i ∈ S T opK , its probability value is no less than that of any tuple t j ∈ S q \ S T opK .
For example, the probability values of the three answers of pattern (c) against probability XML (b) in Figure 1 are prob(t 1 )(0.24), prob(t 2 )(0.196) and prob(t 3 ) (0.063), respectively. Assume we find the top-2 answers, then t 1 and t 2 should be returned.
3 Encoding Scheme for Probabilistic XML
Required Properties of Encoding for PXML
There are two kinds of encoding schemes for ordinary XML documents, regionbased encoding [1] and prefix encoding. Both encoding schemes support the structural relationships and keep the document order, and these two requirements are essential for evaluating queries against ordinary XML documents.
As to the query evaluation against PXML, a new requirement of encoding appears, which is to record some probability values of elements. Depending on different kinds of processing, we may use the probability value of the current element which is under a distribution node in PXML (node-prob for short), or the probability value of the path from the root to the current element (pathprob for short). In fact, we may need both node-prob and path-prob in twig pattern matching against PXML. If only the node-prob value of current element is recorded, then during the calculation of the probability value of an answer, the node-prob values of the current element's ancestors are missing. Similarly, if only the path-prob value of the current element is used, it is easy to get the probability of a path, however, for the probability of a twig query answer, the path-prob value of the common prefix is also needed, but can not be found. For example, in Figure 2 , the twig query is S[//A]//B, and the probability value of the answer t 1 :(S 1 ,A 1 ,B 1 ) can be calculated by the following formula, where the pathP rob(x 1 ) is calculated from the node-probs recorded in element A 1 or B 1 .
The prefix encoding scheme owns the ideal property for supporting ancestor vision while a region-based encoding scheme does not. Therefore, it is better to encode PXML elements by a prefix encoding scheme. However, to match a twig pattern against a probabilistic XML document without accessing large number of ancestor elements, we also need to provide the ancestor probability vision in the encoding scheme.
PEDewey: Encoding PXML
Lu et al. proposed a prefix encoding scheme named extended Dewey [2] . In this paper, for the purpose of supporting twig pattern matching against probabilistic XML, we extend Lu's encoding scheme by adding the Properties of the probability vision and the ancestor probability vision, and propose a new encoding scheme called PEDewey.
Extended Dewey is a kind of Dewey encoding, which use the modulus operation to create a mapping from an integer to an element name, so that given a sequence of integers, it can be converted into the sequence of element names. Extended Dewey needs additional schema information about the child tag set for a certain tag in the DTD of an ordinary XML document. For example for the DTD in Figure 3 (a), ignoring the distribution nodes, tag A has {C,D,E} as the child tag set. The child tag set of g is expressed as CT (g)=g 0 ,g 1 ,...,g n−1 . For any element e i with tag name g i , an integer x i is assigned such that x i mod n = i. Therefore, the tag name can be derived according to the value of x i . By the depth-first traversal of the XML document, the encoding of each element can be generated. The extended Dewey encoding is an integer vector from the root to the current element, and by a Finite State Transducer, it can translate the encoding into a sequence of element names. The finite state transducer for the DTD in Figure 3 (a) is shown in Figure 3 (b).
Based on the extended Dewey, we propose a new encoding scheme named PEDewey for providing the probability vision and the ancestor probability vision. Given an element u, its encoding label(u) is defined as label(s).x, where s is the parent of u. (1) if u is a text value, then x = −1; (2) if u is an ind node, then x = −2; (3) if u is a mux node, then x = −3. (4)otherwise, assume that the tag name of u is the k-th tag in CT (g s )(k = 0, 1, ..., n-1), where g s denotes the tag name of the parent element s. (4.1) if u is the first child of s, then x = k; (4.2) otherwise assume that the last component of the label of the left sibling of u is y, then
where n denotes the size of CT (t s ). PEDewey behaves the same as extended Dewey when judging an ancestordescendant (or prefix) relationship between two elements by only checking whether the encoding of one element is the prefix of the other. However, PEDewey is different from extended Dewey when judging a parent-child (or tight prefix) relationship of two elements u and v. The condition label(u).length -label (v) .length = 1 is checked by ignoring those components for distribution nodes in the PEDewey encodings.
In PEDewey, an additional float vector is assigned to each element compared with extended Dewey. The length of the vector is equal to that of a normal Dewey encoding, and each component holds the probability value of the element. From the encoding, the node-prob value of ancestors are recorded so the pathprob value of the current element and its ancestors can be easily obtained. The components for elements of ordinary, ind and mux are all assigned to 1. We define some operations on the float vector. (1) Given element e, function pathP rob(e) returns the path-prob of element e, which is calculated by multiplying the node-prob values of all ancestors of e in the float vector (2) Given element e and its ancestor e a , function ancP athP rob(e, e a ) returns the path-prob of e a by multiplying those components from the root to e a in e's float vector. (3) Given element e and its ancestor e a , function leaf P athP rob(e, e a ) returns the path-prob of the path from e a to e by multiply those components from e a to e in e's float vector. (4) Given elements e i and e j , function twigP rob(e i , e j ), returns the probability of the twig whose leaves are e i and e j . Assume the e i and e j have common prefix e c , and the probability of twig answer containing e i and e j is: twigP rob(e i , e j ) = pathP rob(e i ) * pathP rob(e j )/ancP athP rob(e i , e c );
4 ProTJFast Algorithm based on Document Order
Data Structures and Notations
For a twig query pattern q, a path pattern from the root to a leaf node f is denoted as p f . We associate each leaf node f in q with a stream T f , which contains the PEDewey encodings of elements with tag f . The elements are sorted by the ascending lexicography order, which is the document order of those elements in PXML document. The operations on the stream are eof , advance, and get.
Similar to TJFast, a set S b is associated with each branching node b in query q in ProTJFast. In S b , every two elements have an ancestor-descendant or a parent-child relationship. Each element cached in S b may participate in the final query answers. Initially all the sets for branching nodes are empty. A list L c for top-k candidates is associated with query q, and the function lowerBound() return the lowest probability value among those in L c .
ProTJFast
We extend the twig matching algorithm TJFast to ProTJFast, which generates the twig answers with top-k probability values against probabilistic XML. The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. In ProTJFast, we need to generate twig answers from path answers as early as possible so that we can determine and then raise the lower bound for a top-k twig query. The point behind this is that we could effectively use the lower bound for filtering unnecessary computations.
In the main procedure of ProTJFast shown in Algorithm 1. Firstly, in each leaf stream, we find the first element whose encoding matches the individual root-leaf path pattern of q (Lines 2-3). Then we call function getN ext(q) to get the tag which is to be precessed next (Line 5). There are two tasks in function getN ext(q). The first task is to return the tag f act , such that the head element e act of T fact has the minimal encoding in document order among the head elements of all leaf streams, and the second task is to add the element of branching node which is the ancestor of get(T fact ) to the set S b . The set S b records the information of elements processed previously, therefore by the function isAnswerOf T wig(q act ), we can determine whether e act can contribute to a twig answer with elements processed previously. If e act is a part of twig answer (Line 6), we compute the twig answers which contains e act by invoking function mergeJoin(f act , q), and store these twig answers in set S temp (Line 7). Then we can update the lower bound by invoking function updateLowerBound(S temp ) (Line 8). Then we move the head element in stream T fact to the next one whose Lines 32-33 in Algorithm 1 deal with the mux node in probabilistic XML. Firstly we get the common prefix of two path answers, and check whether the element of common prefix is a mux node (when the encoding of common prefix ends at -3). If so, these two path answers can not be merged into the twig pattern, because only one element among those elements under a mux node can appear.
For example, assume that given twig query q 1 : S[//C]//D against probabilistic XML in Figure 4 , and the answers with top-2 probabilities are required. Because Algorithm 1 is based on document order, firstly, two answers (c 1 , d 1 ) and (c 2 , d 1 ) are matched, and the initial lower bound is set to 0.512, which is the twig probability of ( is not the answer, because their common prefix is mux node, and f 1 and g 1 can not appear in the XML document simultaneously.
PTopKTwig Algorithms based on Probability Order
Intuitively the element with larger path probability value will more likely contribute to the twig answers with larger twig probability values. Keeping this idea in mind, we propose a new algorithm called PTopKTwig to deal with the top-k matching of twig queries against probabilistic XML based on the probability value order.
Data Structure and Notations
Similar to the data structure of algorithm ProTJFast, we also associate each leaf node f in a twig pattern q with a stream T f , which contains PEDewey encoding of all elements that match the leaf node f . The elements in the stream are sorted by their path-prob values. It is very fast to sort those elements by using the float vector in PEDewey encodings. A list L c for keeping top-k candidates is also allocated for q, and variable lowerBound records the lowest probability value of the twig answer among those in L c . We maintain cursorList, a list pointing to the head elements of all leaf node streams. Using the function cursor(f ), we can get the position of the head element in T f .
Algorithm PTopKTwig
In the main algorithm of PTopKTwig(Algorithm 3), Lines 2-7 are used to find the initial k answers so that an initial lower bound can be obtained. In Lines 8-15, the rules of filtering by lower bound are used. When a new candidate is obtained, the lower bound is adjusted. Algorithm 3 proceeds in the probability order of all the leaf nodes in query q, by calling the function getNextP(). This function returns the tag name of the leaf node stream which has the biggest probability value in its head element among all leaf node streams. As such, each processed element will not be processed again, and the cursor list records the head elements to be processed next for all leaf node streams. After function getNextP() returns a tag q act , we may find new candidates which the head element in T qact contributes to, by invoking function matchTwig(). Function matchTwig() has an argument bF lag, which determines whether the filtering rule based on the enhanced lower bound (see Section 5.3) needs to be applied. When we try to find the initial lower bound, there is not filtering rule used in function matchTwig(), so the argument is "noBound".
During the process of finding other elements that contribute to the twig answers with e qact , there is no duplicated computation of comparing the prefixes, due to the order of probability values and the use of cursorList. The cursorList records the head elements in respective streams which is next to be processed. The elements before the head elements have been compared with elements in other streams, and the twig answers that these elements might contribute to have been considered. Therefore we only compare e qact with the elements after the head elements in the related streams (Lines 3-4 in Algorithm 4).
Enhanced Lower Bounds
After getting the initial lower bound (Line 7 in Algorithm 3), we can get the lower bound for every stream, which is called the enhanced lower bound and is defined below:
Definition 1. Enhanced Lower Bound of Stream
Given a query q, leaf node stream T f where f ∈ leaf N odes(q) and the lowerbound which is the probability value of the k-th twig answer, the enhanced lower bound of T f is defined as lowerBound f .
We define a non-overlapping path of f i relative to f as the path from the common ancestor of f i and f to f i which is denoted as predP ath(f i ,f ). The function predP rob(f i ,f ) returns a set of probability values of all instances of the non-overlapping path predP ath(f i ,f ). In the above formula, the maximum value of the set predP rob(f i ,f ) is selected for each f i . The k-th probability value of L c is the common lower bound for all the streams. Because 0< Π max(predP rob(f i ,f )) ≤ 1, the enhanced lower bound is always larger than the common lower bound, i.e., the lower bound for T f can be raised by considering non-overlapping paths from all other streams. We apply the enhanced filtering rule based on the enhanced lower bound. Firstly, in Line 8 of the main algorithm (Algorithm 3), if the probability of any q act is smaller than the enhanced lower bound in the corresponding streams, the algorithm stops. Secondly, during the process of matching twig answers by invoking matchT wig() with bFlag as "withBound", the elements with probabilities lower than the enhanced lower bound in the corresponding stream do not participate the comparison with the head element in T qact in main algorithm.
During the process of calculating of the probability value of a twig answer that e qact contributes to, for a leaf element e qp from the another stream T qp , if leaf P athP rob(e qp , pref ix(e qp , e qact )) * pathP rob(e qact ) is smaller than the lower bound, we can see that e qp can not contribute to a twig answer with top-k probabilities. Notice that, an enhanced lower bound in a leaf stream increases as the common lower bound increases.
For the same twig query q 1 : S[//C]//D against probabilistic XML in Figure 4 , assume again that the answers for top-2 probabilities are required. In Algorithm 3, streams T C and T D are scanned, and the elements in streams are sorted by path-prob values shown in Figure 5 . The processing order of elements in streams are marked by dotted arrow line in Figure 5 , which is obtained by invoking the getN extP () function. Firstly, we find the initial lower bound. Tag C is returned by getN extP () and c 4 is the head element in T C , and is then used to find elements in T D with which twig answers can be matched. Because the elements in T D are sorted by path-prob values too, one answer (c 4 , d 3 ) is found. We continue processing unprocessed elements with largest probability in all streams, until the initial two twig answers (c 5 , d 4 ) and (c 4 , d 3 ) are found, and the lower bound 0.648 is obtained, which is the probability of (c 5 , d 4 ) . From the lower bound, 
Experiments
Experimental Setup
We implemented Algorithms ProTJFast and PTopKTwig in JDK 1.4. All our experiments were performed on a PC with 1.86GHz Inter Pentium Dual processor and 2GB RAM running on Windows XP. We used both real-world data set DBLP and synthetic data set generated by IBM XML generator and a synthetic DTD. To generate the corresponding probabilistic XML documents, we inserted distribution nodes to the ordinary XML document and assigned probability distributions to the child elements of distribution nodes. The queries are listed in Table 1 . To compare the performance between ProTJFast and PTopKTwig, we used the metrics elapsed time and processed element rate rate proc =num proc /num all , where num proc is the number of processed elements, and num all is the number of all elements. 
Performance Study
Influence of Number of Answers We evaluated Q 1 against the DBLP data set of size 110MB by varying k from 10 to 50. Figures 6 and 7 show that when k increases, the elapsed time and the rate of processed elements of both algorithms increase as well. When k is small, the performance of PTopKTwig is much better than ProTJFast. This is because that the smaller k is the better the enhanced lower bound is. When k becomes big, the enhanced lower bound degrades. From the figures, the elapsed time and the rate of processed elements of PTopKTwig increases faster, though the performance is still better than ProTJFast. However, for a top-k query, most likely k keeps relatively small, so PTopKTwig performs better than ProTJFast. The situation is similar in Figure 9 when testing the rate of processed elements. As the number of predicates increases, the lower bound which is the value of k-th twig answer becomes smaller, therefore the elapsed time and the rate of processed elements of both algorithms increase. As to PTopKTwig, besides the reason of the small lower bound, another reason is that the matching of multiple leaf elements takes more time compared with streams in the document order. However, due to the enhanced lower bound, the rate of processed elements of PTopKTwig is always smaller than that of ProTJFast.
In this paper, we studied how to find top-k matching of a twig pattern against probabilistic XML data. Firstly, we discussed the required properties for PXML encoding and proposed PEDewey -a new encoding scheme for PXML based on extended Dewey. Then we introduced two algorithms ProTJFast and PTopKTwig which are based on PEDewey. The element streams in ProTJFast is by the document order, while the element streams in PTopKTwig is by the probability value order. Finally we presented and discussed experimental results on a range of real and synthetic data.
